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About This Content

The three-car BR 420 electric multiple unit (EMU) has plied its trade across many of Germany’s city S-Bahn networks, and is
now available for Train Simulator with scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route.

In total, 480 units were built for the S-Bahn networks of Munich, Frankfurt and Stuttgart between 1969 and 1997, before being
largely replaced by the Class 423. Initially, the three-car units were constructed from steel, before being built using aluminium,

making the cars more lightweight and capable of carrying a heavier payload.

A top speed of 120 km/h (75mph) and quick acceleration made these units ideal for the commuter stopping services in
Germany’s larger cities, however the class’ retirement saw many units scrapped, although some have survived and still operate

on the Rhine-Ruhr S-Bahn network.

The BR 420 for Train Simulator, developed by Michael Fruchtl, is available in Deutsche Bahn’s distinctive red and white livery
and features combined throttle and brake control, SIFA driver vigilance device, PZB warning system, operating sun visors, cab

and desk lighting, automatic couplings, and configurable destination displays.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the DB BR 420 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Munich-

Augsburg route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

The three-car BR 420 electric multiple unit (EMU) has plied its trade across many of Germany’s city S-Bahn networks.
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In total, 480 units were built for the S-Bahn networks of Munich, Frankfurt and Stuttgart between 1969 and 1997, before being
largely replaced by the Class 423. Initially, the three-car units were constructed from steel, before being built using aluminium,

making the cars more lightweight and capable of carrying a heavier payload.

This Add-On presents the DB BR420 in its Munich Airport Line livery, Carmine Red Add-on Livery, Blue livery and
Orange livery, previously sold as Marketplace products.

Scenarios

Four scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route:

A Stormy Day

Regional Service

Regional Test

S Bahn to Mammendorf

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR 420 in Deutsche Bahn red and white livery, Munich Airport Line livery, Carmine Red Add-on Livery, Blue livery
and Orange livery.

Combined throttle and brake control

SIFA driver vigilance device

PZB warning system

Automatic couplings

Configurable destination displays

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Munich-Augsburg route
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Again Same Rules Apply In This one But with Teachers Haha Also I did not Realize the Bottom 4 Buttons You can Continue to
click on them Non stop To clear them easily the Levells Makes it Simple. Thats it easy Puzzle Game fun And nice And as
always I would Def Recc this to Anyone who Loves Puzzles and Matching Games.. Puzzle Agent 2 doesn't even run on OS X.
The game crashes immediately on startup. Pretty disappointed that Telltale games STILL hasn't fixed this issue in the 4 years
since Puzzle Agent 2 was released.. I recommend this game to anyone who loves the thrill of figuring out things by oneself.
The first 10-20 or so hours of the game will feel pretty confusing, but slowly achiving mastery over the mechanics of the game
is immensely satisfying.. If you want to improve the look of all the girls

#FlatIsJustice. Update: The developer has updated to game to address some of my concerns. That is *very cool*. 'Easy Mode'
has been added, which is still very hard.

RE: Unapproachable Controls: Slight turns are now possible, and a fun drifting mechanic has been implemented. This is a big
help.

RE: Powerups and road hazards look similar. Helpful icons have been added over power ups that help differentiate them from
hazaards.

RE: Death walls. The walls of the arena electrocute you, and cause damage to your car. A front end collision with a wall is
basically a death sentence. This is still a frustrating way to end a match.

Carsteroids is coming along well, but it still feels like an early access game. It's not quite fun yet, though it definitely has the
potential to get there.

I am giving this game a positive review based on my experience with the developer, and my confidence in the future of this
game.. Avernum games are great.
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It's not ready AND it's designed for a VR headset.. For some reason I just can't get the E to appear for the faucet after reading
the (weird) note in the garage. 10 euros huh... Not really thrilled with the designs for this pack. Odin looks more like Gandalf
from Lord of the Rings and has a wolf with him? The animals most closely tied to Odin in Norse Myths are his Ravens, Hugin
and Munin, and his 8-legged horse, Sleipnir. It looks like Tyr has both of his hands, when he's best known for sacrifcing one of
his hands to the Fenris Wolf so they could chain him. The desing for Thor is okay, but I'm not a fan of the design for Loki. It's
called Loki's cunning and it's just a not all that great designed Loki, crouching. He doesn' t look all that cunning. The only one I
like is the initial design of Freya's Blessing. And since each cost 50,000 Euros in game, I'm unlikely to use any of them.. It has
memes.. The game shows a lot of promise... unfortunately it is not running very well. Actually it is not running at all...
On ubuntu 14.04 LTS with latest nvidia drivers it is unplayable. The screen locks up the moment I move my mouse (only menu
works). I can alt-tab out and it is responding for a brief second, then locks up again. I tried different drivers, I always have all
latest updates installed.
I was told by the developer to try the game on a different pc with ubuntu installed but having in mind that this is the only game
out of many that I played I think the idea is a bit ridiculous. Ubuntu 14.04 is a distro that is somewhat in the first league as far as
it comes to Linux and from what I can see this game has a very lousy support for Linux os.
Be warned if you are a Linux user - potentialy you are about to buy a product that you will not be able to use at all.
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